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INTROduction 

In the late 1980's and early 1990's, a group of bands emerged from Sydney who all 

played fuzzy distorted guitars juxtaposed with poppy melodies and harmonies. They 

released some wonderful music, had a brief period of remarkable mainstream 

success, and then faded from the memory of Australia's 'alternative' music world. 

I was too young to catch any of this music the first time around – by the time I 

heard any of these bands the 90’s were well and truly over. It's hard to say how I first 

heard or heard about the bands in this zine. As a teenage music nerd I devoured the 

history of music like a mechanical harvester ploughing through a field of vegetables - 

rarely pausing to stop and think, somethings were discarded, some kept with you. I 

discovered music in a haphazard way, not helped by living in a country town where 

there were few others who shared my passion for obscure bands and scenes. The 

internet was an incredible resource, but it was different back then too. There was no 

wikipedia, no youtube, no streaming, and slow dial-up speeds. Besides the net, the 

main ways my teenage self had access to alternative music was triple j and Saturday 

nights spent staying up watching guest programmers on rage. 

It was probably a mixture of all these that led to me discovering what I am, for the 

purposes of this zine, lumping together as "early 90's Sydney indie pop". I remember 

first hearing of Ratcat via The Vines on the radio. I remember first seeing The 

Hummingbirds chosen by Something For Kate on rage. I remember reading an 

article in Rolling Stone magazine about the making of The Lemonheads' It's a Shame 

About Ray album in Sydney and all the people involved. At that point I don't think I 

had ever heard The Lemonheads, let alone the Sydney musicians mentioned in the 

article. But it must have had some impact on me, because I can still remember 

reading the article over a decade later. 

If you trawl through second hand stores and bargain bins long enough, you can find 

all kinds of amazing music, and that's mostly the way I got to know, one by one, all 

the bands I write about here. 

This is by no means an authoritative history of any of these bands. I wasn’t around 

to remember the music being first released, have done only the incidental research of 

a fan, and have never even seen any of the bands live (there has been a series of 

reuninion shows, but not living in Sydney these days I have missed all of them). 

Instead it is an exploration of how we interact with music from the past. Some 

becomes "classic", some is forgotten and buried, some manages to hang around in 

the ether waiting to be discovered by a new generation. 



At some point in the early 2000's, a series of brilliant compilations unearthed and 

popularised a lot of Australian alternative music from the late 70's to the mid 80's. 

For a while these brought a huge amount of interest to forgotten bands, whose 

status was instantly changed from almost forgotten to "legendary". I'm not sure what 

the lasting impacts have been, but it was illuminating in how our relationship with 

music from the past can change. 

Both The Plunderers and The Hummingbirds featured near the end of a Tales From 

The Australian Underground compilation. I've often thought that, given the chance, the 

indie pop music that came out of Sydney in the early 90's would find a new audience 

and these bands would be given new props. I don't know if that will happen, 

especially given the sheer quantity of music that is out there now. But maybe this 

zine will allow a few people to discover it and enjoy it as much as I have. I would be 

happy if that was the case. 

 

 

  



THE ALTERNATIVE BOOM 

There's an often repeated story about 90's music, and it goes something like this: 

through the 80's, mainstream music was dominated by MTV pop stars, glam metal 

and bloated old rock stars. With the turn of the decade, people were hungry for 

something more real. 

Enter onto stage an unlikely group of heroes called Nirvana. They were misfits and 

weirdos, but they were exactly what the zeitgeist was calling for, and they became 

overnight megastars. 1991 was "the year punk broke", catapulting into the 

mainstream a whole world of music which had hitherto been known of only in 

underground enclaves. Nirvana opened up the gates for all kinds of amazing bands 

to receive the recognition they deserved (and for lots of terrible bands to become the 

new 'alternative' stars). 

There is undoubtedly a lot of truth in this story, and at first glance it seems like the 

brief flourishing of the bands in this zine fits the narrative. There are definitely links 

to Nirvana in this scene - The Hummingbirds classic album LoveBUZZ is named 

after the first Nirvana single, and four of the six bands I feature in this zine shared 

the bill with Nirvana at the very first Big Day Out festival. There are also strong 

links to another of the American alternative boom's biggest stars, The Lemonheads. 

For a while I used to think that this was the context of the rise of these Sydney 

bands. But the more I've looked into it, it doesn't seem to be quite that simple. While 

The Hummingbirds debut album might have been named after a Nirvana song, it 

crashed into the pop charts in 1989, when almost nobody in Australia would have 

heard of this Seattle grunge band. 

And when Ratcat, an unassuming fuzzy pop trio on an indie label, became the first 

Australian band to have a simultaneous number 1 single and album in 1991, Nirvana 

were still months away from releasing Nevermind and Smells Like Teen Spirit. 

As far as I know, the only book ever written about this era of music is Craig 

Mathieson's The Sell-In. I've never read it, but would love to if I could find a copy. 

Apparently it is mostly concerned with the way Australian bands, including some of 

the bands in this zine, were exploited by record labels in the wake of the 

"alternative" boom.  

Pop culture trends and music industry machinations add an interesting subplot to 

our story here, and I guess give a bit of context. But in the end, the music made by 

these bands is brilliant by itself, and still sounds fresh today. And it’s those songs 

that inspired this zine. 



 

I'm going to start with The Hummingbirds because while they weren't necessarily 

the first of these bands to form, they were the first to cross over to the mainstream, 

which I think set the scene for the other bands whose peaks all came afterwards. 

I already mentioned I was introduced to The Hummingbirds one late night on rage. 

It was a few years later that I came across their amazing debut album LoveBUZZ in a 

second hand store in Chester Hill (near Bankstown), Sydney. 

The Hummingbirds came from Canberra originally. The story goes that singer and 

guitarist Simon Holmes was working behind the counter at an independent record 

store in Sydney when some guy walked in asking to hear hip new Sydney bands. It 

turned out the guy was Justin Van Stom, newly appointed talent scout for rooART 

records. rooART was an ambitious indie label with major label backing started by 

former INXS manager Chris Murphy, who I guess sensed the coming change in 

musical tastes. The Hummingbirds were one of the first signings, and the success of 

them and other signings must have vindicated Murphy in starting the label. 

I think if there is one album from this era which could in the future come to be 

recognised as a classic, it is LoveBUZZ. The title (as well as being the name of a song 

covered by Nirvana) is indicative of the style - mixing loud guitars with sweet 

melodies. 

The Hummingbirds have three singers - Simon Holmes, Alana Russack and Robyn 

St. Clare. They each take lead in different songs, but where they are at their best is 

when they sing together in harmony. It's like a sugar rush for your ears. 

Robyn St. Clare is one of the heroes of this zine. She plays bass and sings in The 

Hummingbirds (hers is the delicate voice that takes lead on Everything You Said), but 

her contribution didn't stop there. She also has co-writing credits on two of the great 

songs of the era: The Plunderers' I Didn't Even See Them At All and Ratcat's Don't Go 

Now. Plus Into Your Arms, which she originally recorded with Nic Dalton (more on 

him later) in the fey indie pop duo Love Positions, but would later become a massive 

worldwide hit when recorded by The Lemonheads (also more on them later). That is 

an amazing CV of songs. 

There is nothing very original about The Hummingbirds' music. There is a bit of the 

60's-retro jangle pop that was coming out of the US in the mid 80's, a lot of the 

"C86" (named after a compilation tape given out free with NME in 1986) British 



indie pop scene, maybe even a bit of 

the shoegaze music that had just 

started coming out of the UK. But 

the mixture of it, with their 

songwriting and harmonies, is 

completely intoxicating and makes 

for a wonderful album. 

The album crashed into the pop 

charts with a flurry of irresistible 

singles (the band in glorious 

technicolour outfits for the videos). 

Neither hard rock nor keyboard led 

pop, I think the Hummingbirds must 

have seemed like a flash of light at 

the time, and probably brought 

sudden interest to all the other bands 

playing fuzzy pop music in Sydney. 

So maybe none of the other bands 

here would have received the 

attention they did otherwise. They 

may not have been the most 

successful in the end, but they seem 

like the key band that the rest of the 

scene kind of revolved around.  

There is a 2nd Hummingbirds album, which is much harder to find (I’ve never seen 

a copy of it), called Va Va Voom. The singles are good, and introduce a bit of 

stylistic variation with the horn section in If A Vow and slightly over the top guitar 

heroics in Two Weeks With A Good Man In Niagara Falls.  

Robyn St Clare was apparently pregnant during this time, and in the videos she 

barely appears, or when she does, she is sitting on her amp looking very subdued. 

She also has very short hair by now, which was apparently done to sabotage 

rooART’s marketing of the album to the pop audience. Whether it was the shaved 

head or not I don’t know, but the album didn’t take off and The Hummingbirds 

broke up shortly after (they did last long enough to release a terrible cover of 

Donovan’s You Just Gotta Know My Mind with a terrible video).  

Seems like a disappointing end given the band’s brilliance and the fact that in 1991, 

when VaVa Voom was released, another Sydney indie pop band was taking the 

Australian music world by storm. 



Ratcat are surely one of the 

most interesting stories of 

90's Australian music, 

though these days they 

seem to be pretty much 

forgotten. 

One night a few years ago 

I was in Sydney's city with 

a friend. I discovered that 

Ratcat singer Simon Day 

was playing at the 

Lansdowne Hotel in 

Chippendale. At the time the Lansdowne was this seedy pub that had three main 

attractions - cheap food; it was open really late and seemingly never refused entry to 

anyone; and there was free live music nearly every day of the week. Hardcore bands 

weren't allowed to play there because some macho tough guys trashed it one night, 

but that's another story. On this night there were a few people there but not many 

paying much attention to the music. I said to my friend "that guy singing once had a 

number one single. And album." He didn’t believe me, or thought I must have been 

referring to some other little chart and not the national pop charts. As unlikely as it 

seemed, it was true. 

Ratcat were the first of these bands that I discovered. I was in high school when I 

found a couple of their albums in a second hand music store in Bathurst, NSW (a 

trip to any bigger town was a music shopping opportunity I didn't want to miss. I 

doubt that shop still exists). The first song I had heard was Don't Go Now, their loud 

fast moment of pop perfection. 

But the Ratcat story begins before that song. After a few early singles, their first 

album came out in 1989 - the same year as the Hummingbirds' debut, though it 

didn't have the same impact. It is a fun album though, like The Ramones in its love 

of loud fuzzy guitars, 60's pop and B-movie imagery. It also showcases the band's 

distinctive look, with Simon Day's artwork sharing the same trashy cartoon aesthetic 

as the music. 

The next year, in the wake of the success of The Hummingbirds, Ratcat were the 

next band signed to rooART. I guess it was a combination of that space having been 

already carved out, increased label promotion and a better set of songs. But whatever 

the reason, the EP Tingles blew up in a big way. Like bigger than anyone could have 

expected. It went to number one on the Australian singles charts, and Ratcatmania 

swept through the teenage bedrooms of the country. 



There is a live Ratcat album, recorded in 1991 by triple j, and it is full of screams that 

sound more like those old videos of the Beatles on tour than any indie rock show 

I've ever been to. On That Ain't Bad (the main single off Tingles), the band are 

drowned out by the crowd singing along. 

There was predictably a bit of backlash against Ratcat's success from serious music 

people, who derided the group as a lightweight boy band. To be honest, the lyrics of 

That Ain't Bad are hardly great poetry, and the film clip is pretty much just three 

minutes of close up shots of Simon Day flicking his hair. But that's hardly the point. 

Ratcat never pretended to be anything other than a tongue in cheek tribute to 60's 

pop and trashy movies. If they hadn't gotten so big, the Sydney indie scene would 

have had no qualms about enjoying their music. 

Amazingly, for Ratcat there were still bigger things in store. In mid 1991, their 

joyous single Don't Go Now and the album Blind Love from which it came both went 

to number one on the pop charts. At the same time. No Australian band had ever 

done that before. This is before the success of Nirvana even. There would have been 

no precedents for this, surely nobody in the Sydney music scene could have seen it 

coming. rooART must have thought they'd hit the jackpot, that indie pop was going 

to conquer the world. I wonder if some of those other Sydney bands began to 

imagine themselves reaching similar heights. 

Of course, it couldn't last 

forever. I don't know how 

much of an attempt there 

was to push Ratcat 

overseas, but I'm guessing 

it didn't work. Like so 

many stories of musical 

success, I think there was 

a lot of pure luck in 

Ratcat's rise; which was 

going to be hard to 

replicate or sustain. 

Musically, Blind Love isn't 

as good as Tingles. It was 

their third release in as 

many years after all. The 

songs seem a bit more 

formulaic; and the lyrics 

have lost the trashy/gory 



humour of their earlier releases, trading it in for love song cliches. It's still a fun 

album though, and certainly Don't Go Now is an amazing single that on its own 

makes the album worth having. 

There was another Ratcat album released the next year. I don't have it, but the 

singles are good. I especially love The World (In A Rapper), which includes a 

completely unexpected guest rap verse, pre-dating the rise of Aussie hip hop by over 

a decade. 

I think by this point Ratcat had been deserted by the "alternative" crowd, and pop 

stardom is by its nature fleeting. Apparently Ratcat kept releasing music up to 

another album in 1997, but I've never seen the releases anywhere or heard them. It 

must have been a crazy journey from indie musician to popstars and back - the bass 

player left the band somewhere in this period - but I have read interviews from the 

time with Simon Day and he seems pretty unfussed. 

I mostly wrote this zine just because I love this music and think people should know 

about it, but the story of Ratcat definitely adds a fascinating element to the story. It 

makes you ponder the random events that bestow fame on some but not others. It 

makes you wonder what it would be like to experience success way beyond your 

wildest dreams, and then what happens when it is all over. 

 

 

 



 

The Plunderers came up to Sydney from Canberra in the mid 80's. It's funny that a 

few of these bands came from Canberra, maybe living in that eternally unfashionable 

city helped contribute to a scene that didn't sound much like anything else going on 

in Australia. 

There are two main songwriters in The Plunderers – guitarist Stevie Plunder and 

bassist Nic Dalton. Nic Dalton’s influence on this zine though extends beyond one 

band. He ran a bookstore in Glebe called Half A Cow books, which would first 

become a record store, then a record label. The label 

put out various Sydney bands, and Nic Dalton would go 

on to play in a few - Love Positions with Robyn St. 

Clare, The Lemonheads, Sneeze (a kind of Sydney indie 

pop supergroup who specialised in songs under a 

minute), Godstar and probably a few others I don't 

know about. Half A Cow and Nic Dalton seem to be 

pretty central to the scene though they are maybe not 

the best known parts. 

Drummer Geoff Milne had previously played in The Eastern Dark, a wonderful 

band who in the mid 80's were I guess a predecessor to the bands in this zine. They 

released a bunch of great power pop songs like Julie Is A Junkie but never made an 

album, apparently because singer James Darroch had never heard an album he liked 

all the way through. 

One thing that's notable about The Plunderers compared to some of these other 

bands is that they sound much less professional. They can play their instruments and 

write pop songs, but it sounds less serious, the production’s not as clear, and it 

sounds much less made for radio; though it was being recorded at a time when other 

bands were hitting the pop charts and presumably there was a chance of much 

greater success. 



I'm going to take that as evidence that The Plunderers were not too ambitious when 

it came to music. Corroborating evidence towards this conclusion is that the same 

members had a virtually unlistenable psychedelic side-project called Hippy Dribble; 

and the fact that though one of the members ran a record label, they too never 

actually got around to releasing a full length album. Banana Smoothie Honey, which 

came out in 1992, is a compilation of the band's singles. 

Banana Smoothie Honey is full of catchy songs, but the definite Plunderers highlight is 

the glorious single I Didn't Even See Them At All, a jangly pop song with a wonderful 

bouncy bassline and hilarious lyrics that is one of the very best singles of the era. 

Another favourite is Christo, the band’s tribute to the Bulgarian artist who would 

wrap famous monuments in plastic and in the late 60’s created along the Sydney 

coast the world’s biggest single artwork. 

Something I like about these bands that they mostly weren’t very serious. The film 

clips are full of loud clothes and bad dancing, the lyrics full of jokes and funny lines. 

The artwork too was often hand-drawn and whimsical – Nic Dalton’s Plunderers 

artwork is a good example. It’s refreshing listening to it now, when indie music often 

takes itself so seriously. 

After The Plunderers, Nic Dalton would keep running Half A Cow and tour the 

world with The Lemonheads. Stevie Plunder formed with Tim Freedman a band 

called The Whitlams, who set up in a corner of Newtown pub The Sando and played 

a light-hearted, inebriated mix of country and piano pop. The Whitlams of course 

would go on to be another surprise commercial success, but Stevie wasn't around to 

enjoy it. In 1996, he threw himself to his death off a cliff in the Blue Mountains.  

  



In 1991, The Lemonheads were just a 

mildly successful American indie rock 

band. With one half of the band’s 

songwriting duo having left, remaining 

singer Evan Dando flew to Sydney 

where he would spend some time 

hanging out and writing an album.  

They've already been mentioned a couple of times, but this is where they really come 

into our story; because while in Sydney, Dando hooked up with a number of people 

from bands in this zine. Nic Dalton would later join the band, but the Sydney 

musician who featured most on the album was Tom Morgan, who co-wrote a few of 

the songs. 

The album It's A Shame About Ray 

would go on to be a worldwide smash 

hit, with Evan Dando becoming one 

of the new alternative rock heartthrob 

superstars. This brought a lot of 

attention to Sydney indie pop and in 

particular Tom Morgan's fuzzy slacker 

pop band Smudge. 

Smudge had put out their first single 

Don't Want To Be Grant McLennan (a 

tribute of sorts to the Go-Betweens 

singer - the bit where Tom quotes Bye 

Bye Pride is funny but a bit harsh) in 

1990 and apparently were low on 

rockstar ambition so probably 

wouldn't have emerged beyond the other bands on Half A Cow Records if not for 

the attention given to them via The Lemonheads. As well as Morgan's songwriting 

abilities, the press also delighted in reporting that Smudge drummer Alison Galloway 

was the star of the Lemonheads track Alison's Starting To Happen (presumably the 

person who inspired My Drug Buddy is also possibly a Sydney indie musician). 

By the time Smudge's debut album Manilow came out in 1994, there had been 

another hit Lemonheads album featuring more songs written with Tom Morgan. So 

the band had a readymade global audience, touring the US supporting Dando and co 

and getting a spot on the Reading festival bill in the UK. 

Evan Dando showing off a Smudge t-shirt 



 

Manilow is a wonderful album. The term "slacker pop" fits it so well, with those 

laidback melodies and Tom's drawling vocals. One of the amazing things about the 

album is how little variety there is - the guitar sound never changes, with no solos, 

fancy chords or effects (the one exception is the wah-wah on Superhero, but even that 

is played by Simon Holmes of The Hummingbirds). Experimentation is not Tom 

Morgan's strength. But writing glorious fuzzy pop melodies definitely is. 

And you come to appreciate the little things as well, like one splash of colour in a 

black and white picture. Alison Galloway's drumming is not too technical either, but 

she has a great skill for drum fills that accent the vocals (the best example is Ingrown's 

"kick-in-the-teeth" bit. Listen to the song and you'll see what I mean). The song that 

she sings, Desmond, is also one of the many album highlights. 

Smudge are really funny too - the split second grindcore songs, occasional one-liners, 

the tribute to Lou Reed. I've never seen the television shows that they sing the 

themes to as secret tracks, but I'm sure if I had I would appreciate the reference. 

I guess Smudge's international attention didn't really last. I don't think they had it in 

them to be rockstars - they were just a bunch of nerdy Sydney misfits addicted to 

TV. The success of The Lemonheads would only last one more album (which does 

feature the hilarious Tom Morgan song The Outdoor Type) before they broke up. 



Smudge kept recording music, but never with the same media attention, which was 

probably fine by them. 

The later Smudge albums have their moments but are a bit inconsistent. There is a 

compilation album called This Smudge Is True that collects some of the best tunes. 

Tom Morgan also gained a bit of attention in the early 2000’s when he released a 

star-studded album as The Givegoods (it’s also pretty patchy). But Manilow is really 

where it's at, an album packed from start to finish with poppy bites of goodness. 

It was also the last real grasp the Sydney indie pop scene had at crossover success. 

While most of the bands were still together and making music, they did it more to 

the kind of crowds they might have expected when they started out, with no more 

appearances in the top 40 charts either. 

 

 

Another band who migrated to Sydney from 

the nation's capital were Falling Joys. There's 

another personnel link too - guitarist and 

sometimes singer Pat Hayes is the brother of 

Stevie Plunder (surprisingly, that's not actually 

Stevie's real name). Another brother, Bernie 

Hayes, is also a prolific musician and for a 

while the three of them played together in a 

covers band called the Shout Brothers. 

Musically, Falling Joys are similar to The 

Hummingbirds I guess, with loud guitars and 

Suzie Higgie joining Hayes for a sweet 

male/female vocal team. 

I actually didn't really discover Falling Joys until a bit later than the other bands in 

this zine, maybe that's why I tend to think of them as somehow separate from the 

others even though they certainly fit into the same timeframe, place and sound. 

Once again it was a Saturday night watching rage that I have to thank for 

introducing me to Falling Joys. The song was the gorgeous jangly pop of Jennifer and 

the clip that grainy early 90's aesthetic that I find so appealing. I still think Jennifer is 

probably my favourite of their songs, though it is closely rivalled by You're In A Mess, 

another jangly one this time with Pat on lead vocals. 



These two start off the Singles compilation and are a hard act to follow, but there are 

plenty of other good songs, including the anti-Gulf War track Black Bandages. 

Remember that time when mainstream acts used to write anti-war protest songs? 

Falling Joys never quite scaled the chart heights of Ratcat or The Hummingbirds, 

though they were it seems for a few years one of Australia's leading "alternative" 

acts. One interesting thing to note is that You're In A Mess has two film clips - the 

first is pure late 80's indie twee, with the band frolicking on a hillside in bright 

colours and some scenes shot upside down. The second is in black and white, with a 

super cheesy plot and the band looking very serious (the boys in leather jackets, 

Suzie in evening wear, make up and earrings). It think the second one was made for 

an American reissue of the song in 1993, and the differing aesthetics I think reflect 

the changing aspirations of an indie band in that tumultuous time. 

Falling Joys were not afraid of a bit of experimentation - while those jangly songs are 

pretty typical for the time, some of their early songs have an angular post-punk kind 

of feel, at times their guitars rocked harder than any of the other bands in this zine, 

and they had quite a bit of success later on with a dance remix of their song Amen, 

which appeared on the very first JJJ Hottest 100 cd. 

Of course, nothing sounds more dated now than early 90's dance remixes. 

 

 

  



 

Clouds emerged in Sydney at the same time as the other bands in this zine, though 

they don't seem to be quite as linked to the scene by shared personnel. 

They certainly fit in musically and aesthetically though; with loud guitars and poppy 

melodies, brightly coloured videos and album covers. The most distinctive thing 

about the band is the harmonies between frontwomen Jodi Phillis and Patricia 

Young. While often indie pop is pretty standard pop melodies cloaked in distortion, 

Clouds have a way of writing quite unusual sounding melodies. Lyrically too, they 

avoid love songs and have a dark lyrical vibe that doesn't quite fit the poppy music 

(one of their first singles was a tribute to painter Hieronymous Bosch!). 

The first Clouds single Cloud Factory is a wistful bit of indie pop, after that they must 

have discovered the joys of distorted guitar because they got heavier as they went on. 

The first album Penny Century is a fun indie rock album, but I prefer the second mini-

album Octopus, which genre-jumps from rock to shoegaze, surf and reggae. Plus the 

joyous pop of Say It and Loud. There are a few more albums that I don’t own. 

It seems that though Clouds were at one point vaunted as the next big thing and 

loved in alternative circles, they never quite got the mainstream attention that must 

have seemed possible. Maybe this is partly due to the fact that when rooART were 

eyeing world domination, Clouds were on Sydney indie label Red Eye Records. Just 

when it seemed they would get their big break, signing with Elektra Records in the 

US; they released one album and then were told that they, along with every other 

overseas band on Elektra, would be dropped. 

So Clouds became yet another band who faded away as the second half of the 90's 

began. There was a reformation of sorts in the 2000's, with Phillis and Young 

releasing an album as The Girls From The Clouds. I remember hearing it on 

community radio at the time, but by that point a niche audience was probably all 

they expected. 

I didn't actually realise it until afterwards, but years later I saw Jodi Phillis play with 

her partner Tim Oxley (also a solo musician and member of a prolific musical 



family) at an aboriginal protest camp in Wollongong. I think she has helped out a 

few other causes over the years too. Which is kinda funny, because I've never really 

listened to Clouds as much as the other bands here, but that would indicate that 

philosophically I probably align much more with them than say, Smudge (who I 

adore), with their covers of television themes. 

 

 

SO WHAT HAPPENED? 

Apart from the songs themselves, one of the things that makes this particular crop 

of bands so interesting is the fact that they burned brightly for such a short time and 

then kind of disappeared off the radar. Most of them barely made it into the second 

half of the 90's, the ones who did were never again the commercial force they had 

been. 

Are exploitative record labels to blame? I think that is maybe what Craig Mathieson 

has to say, but like I said I've never actually read the book. Definitely "alternative" 

music changed in sound and style a bit - where The Hummingbirds had been 

inspired by Nirvana's debut single, the most immediate legacy that band left maybe 

came from the power chords and moshpit of Smells Like Teen Spirit - Australian 

alternative rock came to be dominated by men in singlets and shorts playing heavier 

music, from Silverchair to Grinspoon and The Living End, even Powderfinger. 

Some later bands, especially Jebediah and The Vines, openly professed their love for 

Ratcat. I don’t know whether they were directly inspired, but a few bands with a 



somewhat similar sound had brief commercial success in the later 90’s - Frente!, The 

Mavis's and Screamfeeder all had crunchy guitars and male/female harmonies, but 

none of them had sustained success either. 

Funnily enough, one person from that Sydney 

indie pop scene went on to a long and 

successful solo career, even making the gossip 

pages dating Hollywood celebrities. He wasn't 

in any of the bands I've mentioned yet though. 

Ben Lee and his band Noise Addict started 

playing around Sydney in the early 90's. When 

their first release came out he was 15 (but 

looked and sounded like he could have been 

10), and through a mixture of precocious 

talent, some good luck and a bit of sucking up 

(I Wish That I Was Him, Noise Addict's best 

known song, was a tribute to Evan Dando), 

Ben Lee not only got to hang out with the 

Sydney bands but also some of the American 

alternative rock royalty of the time. For the 

next 20 years he would be a prominent player 

in Australian music. 

As for the rest of these bands though, they are 

mostly obscurities now. Even classic hits stations would prefer to fill out their 

Australian music quota with terrible 80's synth pop than play any of the perfect 

singles I've mentioned. 

The way it turned out means that these songs are like a musical time capsule. This 

little scene with its own musical and sartorial style. For those who were there they 

can serve as nostalgia. For the rest of us, we can listen and imagine what it was like. 

I was a music nerd with a love of loud and catchy music who discovered these bands 

one by one, each time with the joy of an archeologist digging up a buried treasure, 

each new band giving a few clues to lead on to the next one. 

These days you can find all these bands in their youthful glory on youtube, and now 

you've read this zine you have no work to do and no excuses. But I hope this 

inspires you to discover and enjoy the wonderful music of this time and place; and to 

seek out and celebrate great music wherever and whenever it was made - whether it 

is remembered as a classic or sitting neglected in a second hand store. 



 

Post script. 

I wrote this zine over a period of about a year – I started when I was at my parents’ 

house perusing through some of my old CDs, and then sporadically I would listen to 

one of the bands a bit and write about them.  

Funnily enough, it’s only now I’ve written it and was doing some fact checking and 

picture searching on the internet that I’ve discovered that there is actually a lot more 

information out there about these bands (archived interviews, interviews from 

reunion tours…) than I had thought. 

I also discovered some exciting news: at the end of 2015 Half A Cow celebrated its 

25th birthday with some shows and re-releases. But even more excitingly, there is a 

film being made about the life and music of Nic Dalton called If It’s Catchy It Means 

You Stole It that looks like it will include a lot of the bands in this zine. I’m not sure it 

will lead to their music being rediscovered by the masses like films about Ray 

Charles or Rodriguez did, but I look forward to seeing it anyway. 

THE ULTIMATE “THAT AINT 

BAD” PLAYLIST: 

HUMMINGBIRDS – BLUSH 

RATCAT – DON’T GO NOW 

PLUNDERERS – I DIDN’T EVEN 

SEE THEM AT ALL 

SMUDGE – INGROWN 

FALLING JOYS – JENNIFER 

CLOUDS – SAY IT 
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